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LIFE DESIGNED
We all know the saying "peace of mind" and it's comforting to
think we can achieve it. Most of us, in varying degrees, live in
its comfort for large part of our lives while others live much of
their lives without it.
Let's think in depth a moment! Do peace and mind live naturally
together? Is eternal peace what mind seeks, or is peace, in OUR
meaning of it, the peace of satisfaction with our lives? Does eternal
peace only exist in the nature of the universe from which we were
created?
The sun – all stars, will burn out! How can they be reborn of
themselves? When burned out they are just inert waste giving no
light or heat. Will they all, in the eternity of time, be drawn into
"black holes" and further reduction to their natural eternity?
But our universe could never exist if that were its only nature!
That would be in contradiction of universal laws. If it begins in its
destruction then it cannot begin! With its energy at rest it could
neither regenerate, nor generate, it could never be more than
energy at rest.
So our universe must include mind! Only intellect can plan ahead
to divide the element of eternal rest to create a positive and
negative energy – the energy for creation of physical order – a
dynamic system to provide a base for those more complex orders
we call life and humanity. Will the ultimate of eternal peace forever
oppose the creative ambitions of life?
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Our need of rest, revision and
peace of mind are embedded in our
psyche! We need and we need rest
from life. As tools of the Creator
they make both animate life and
development of mind comfortable.
So let's forget the teachings of junk
science as we look afresh at our
world today. Our lazy attachment to
the fraud of chance creation explains
why Christians today bury their
talents and fail to learn simple lessons
of life such as in "Prophesies and
Warnings" Matthew 24, 25.
In this example we see a man who,
going on a long journey, gives three
servants something of value. When
he returns two have put their gifts to
work and doubled the value but the
third buried his and gained nothing.
The master sacks the servant who is
unproductive and gives the wealth,
left in that servants keeping, to those
productive.
Does that seem to you to be a
difficult lesson to learn? Of course
life is not about gold or money, this is
a lesson for all humanity and the
great gift to humanity is not money or
gold it is the ability to develop our
intellect and become more attuned to
life.
This ability we can use and profit
from by gaining wisdom and
understanding to use in the ordering
of our lives. Crude embroidery,
added to Gospel lessons by mankind,

should be easy to recognise and
dismiss. However ignoring large
changes; as from the Bible at the time
of Jesus to what we have today (such
as deletion of much of the Book of
Enoch). Should be, at present level
of development, be recognized as
sloth and self determined ignorance.
Having adopted lazy attitudes we
allowed ourselves, over time, to be
seduced to simple pleasures and
unearned gain. We ceased moral use
of intellect in favour of fun and ease!
As seen, some appear to glory in their
ignorance. We now treat intellect and
communal morality with growing
contempt as we open our arms and
close our minds to animal lusts and
criminality.
How is this culture best described?
This culture, now worldwide cannot
be described as other than criminal!
Its organisation is along the lines of
the common mafia.
Our few
genuinely caring leaders have
exposed it in clearly damming terms.
Here some samples:
John F Kennedy (35th president of
the USA) quote: "For we are opposed
around the world by a monolithic and
ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on covert means of expanding
its influence; ..."
Following quotes (underline added)
are re-quoted from our literature
(mainly Books 1 & 2). These show
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that our enemies and their Change
Agents are proud to explain
themselves in thin disguise but never
admit in open forum that they use
Hegelian Dialectic principles for
mind manipulation or that misinformation is designed for control of the
mind of the commonality.
Though our few moral leaders have
found the truth disgusting they have
been unable to penetrate and explain
it convincingly to the misled people.
Here is a reminder from Quigley;
an insider. It is from his massive
book "Tragedy and Hope" 1966.
Quote: “Other themes woven into
anti-bourgeois propaganda in
literature and drama were “an
oversimplified Freudianism that
regarded all suppression of human
impulse as leading to frustration and
psychic distortions … the salutary
consequences of self-indulgence …
[and a] total rejection of middle-class
values, including time, self-discipline,
and material achievement, in favor of
a cult of personal violence….”
"The result, concluded Quigley, was
“a total reversal of middle-class
values by presenting as interesting or
admirable simple negation of these
values by aimless, shiftless, and
totally irresponsible people.”... [such
as is now so well represented among
those for whom we vote and flood
public services.] Television is the
single most effective means of
shepherding the American population

through the dialectic process. This is
why Americans seriously interested in
preserving their freedoms should
severely limit or entirely eliminate
their TV viewing.” End Q. Underline
added.
Note: humanism without clothes
shows clear promotion of animalist
behaviour with suppression of human
morality at its heartbeat.
This result, now worldwide, is plain
to see but (in hold of philosophy and
propaganda) the people are blind to
its meaning. Subversive ideas, once
accepted, enslave our will and force,
as we see below, is no longer needed
for public control!
“The Italian Marxist Antonio
Gramsci: " ...developed the concept
of cultural hegemony: ‘control
people’s minds, and their hearts and
hands will follow’. Gramsci explained how a dominant class can establish its control over others through
ideological dominance.. End Quote.
Though long known, nevertheless the
stakes were so high that the rat poison
fluoride, (as a low dose sedative) was
added to public water as an additional
but probably unneeded, safeguard.
William Bowen. 1984. Quote:
“Globalists wield almost limitless
power because of their wealth and
position. They are convinced [and
convince us] that what they are doing
is for the eventual salvation of
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mankind and the planet earth. The
greatest strength they possess is that
the general public … does not even
know they exist.” End quote.
Disraeli (1804-81) put it thus;
quote: "The world is governed by
very different persons from what
those believe who are not behind the
scenes." End quote. He, near two
hundred years ago, was in a position
to know.
Carl Sagan. Nobel prize winner.
Quote: “One of the saddest lessons
of history is this: If we have been
bamboozled long enough we tend to
reject any evidence of the bamboozle.
We are no longer interested in
finding out the truth. The bamboozle
has captured us. It’s simply too
painful to acknowledge even to
ourselves that we have been taken.
Once you give a charlatan power
over you, you almost never get it
back. So the old bamboozles tend to
persist as new ones arise.” E.Q.
A revealing quote by Caldwell &
Zanfagna
in
their
book
Fluoridation and Truth Decay p8, is
from writings of Edward L
Bernays:
“The conscious and intelligent
manipulation of the organised habits
and opinions of the masses must be
done by experts, the public relations
counsels (Bernays invented the term);
they are the invisible rulers who
control the destinies of millions ... the
most direct way to reach the herd is

through the leaders. ... all this must
be planned ... indoctrination must be
subtle. It should be worked into the
everyday life of the people – 24 hours
a day in hundreds of ways ... A redefinition of ethics is necessary ... the
subject matter of propaganda need
not necessarily be true.” EQ.
Yes it is abominable, but some of our
race, raised in our culture, use it with
enthusiasm and without thought that
they themselves are among the
millions being deceived to the selfdestruction of their human abilities.
Bernays, said to be the father of
modern PR, in promoting control
“through the leaders” supports the
earlier quotation from Disraeli.
We ‘the people’ think that those we
elect (illegally), then argue about and
beg of, are the government. Not so,
they are ‘people leaders’, sheep dogs
to round-up public opinion.
Many now suspect it but misguided
by philosophy, are confused. Will we
forever consign our children to
slavery as prideful we ignore our
intellect?
Machiavelli (1469-1527) also saw
these problems; quote:
“One of the great secrets of the day is
to know how to take possession of
popular prejudices and passions in
such a way as to introduce a
confusion of principles which makes
impossible all understanding between
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those who speak the same language
and have the same interests.” EQ
James Madison, Former US
President to W.T. Barry, 1822.
Quote: "Knowledge will forever
govern ignorance: and a people who
mean to be their own governors, must
arm themselves with the power which
knowledge gives." E.Q.
It is high time we thus began arming
ourselves for our continued existence
now dispends on our governing of
ourselves.
Bernays again: quote:
"Formerly the rulers were the
leaders. They laid out the course of
history by the simple process of doing
what they wanted. And if nowadays
the successors of the rulers, those
whose position or ability gives them
power, can no longer do what they
want without the approval of the
masses, they find in propaganda a
tool which is increasingly powerful in
gaining that approval. Therefore,
propaganda is here to stay.
"It was, of course, the astounding
success of propaganda during the
war that opened the eyes of the
intelligent few in all departments of
life to the possibilities of regimenting
the public mind. The American
government and numerous patriotic
agencies developed a technique
which, to most persons accustomed to
bidding for public acceptance, was
new. ..." E.Q.

By modern technology and experience that power is now multiplied
V.C. Vickers, tells us more precisely
where that power is now seated.
V. C. Vickers. Bank of England
Governor: Quote: “The present
order of our lives is governed and
controlled by the governors and
controllers of money ... If an
economist from Mars or a little child
of ordinary intellect were told of the
present position they would rock with
laughter at the blind stupidity of
mankind.” E.Q.
Since that was written life has moved
on and today the little child from
Mars would more likely cry.
Do we care about the future of life?
Do we care who governs us? We
should; our future depends on it!
Wherever in the world you are, it is
certainly not the blindfolded people
and the greatest of life disasters will
come of deformities to life created
deliberately by mankind and depicted
by deformed creatures pictured in
"REVELATION".
Yes, even at the time of Vickers and
Rockefellers*, money was still valued
in terms of gold and silver; not
perfect as substitute for labour but
very much better than numbers
printed on paper or floating in
cyberspace as are billions now
created out of thin (polluted) air. But
remember such are easier to dismiss!
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Another scam is 'money' from oil
delivered free from the earth at cost
of finders fee and transport. The sale
of this ocean of oil is a racket as
immoral as would be the opportunist
sale of fresh water from the arctic ice
– or the air we breathe!
The work-cost of collecting and
transporting this natural resource to
market is multiplied by whatever the
market will bear. This gives further
$billions for this social mafia to add
to the "print and sell" money paid for
(at face value) by 'our' governments
on our behalf.
Having been enabled to power they
can then buy and shape, philosophy,
government and world commerce.
So a few people use this incredible
'fiat' (fake) wealth to warp education;
communications media; governments
and entertainment – Mafia families
for generations have used illusion and
imagery to rule our minds!
We look-on as railways are allowed
to run down and the more polluting
and expensive (profitable) road and
motor transport takes over.
Can we now see why clean energy
from the sun, delivered to almost
every household, was discouraged
and why dangerous Global Warming
has such heavy propaganda aimed to
confuse and curtail thought of
alternative culture and lifestyle?
Defending this is not about jobs!

But how can we believe that other
humans, just like us, would be willing
to sacrifice most of the earth's
population for personal greed?
Well we close our eyes to what we
don't want to see; on TV, Sept. '09
(cigarette story): 'they are willing to
kill as many people as the law
allows'. We know that the people we
elect to govern us, make the law? We
also know that these are chosen by
commerce funded political parties
that work for foreign interests.
A recent report related to compulsory
vaccination of school girls adds
further to "lifetruth" investigations.
This compulsory vaccination may not
harm your daughters but we will not
know all possibilities for 20 or 30
years. The question is: What will the
next compulsory vaccination be
loaded with?
Quote: "NaturalNews reported public
statements attributed to Dr. Diane
Harper, a researcher who worked on
both the Gardasil and Cevarix
vaccines. A story appearing in the UK
paper Sunday Express, entitled " Jab
as deadly as the cancer," quoted Dr.
Harper as saying the cervical cancer
vaccine might be more dangerous than
the cancer it was supposed to prevent.
In the time since that story was
published, Sunday Express has been
under relentless attack by pro-pharma
"scientific" journalists, drug
companies and even Dr. Harper
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herself who now claims the entire
story was wholly fabricated. ... "
Oh really? NaturalNews wonders:
Who got to Dr. Diane Harper? Did
she change her story after being
threatened like many other
pharmaceutical researchers have
been?
To answer this question, we ...
gathered some quotes attributed to Dr.
Diane Harper by other news sources,
including CBS News, US News & ...
Here you'll see what Dr. Diane
Harper really has said about Gardasil
and HPV vaccines. Here are some of
the highlights (dates and sources
provided [see] below):
"We don't know yet what's going to
happen when millions of doses of the
vaccine have been given and to put in
place a process that says you must
have this vaccine, it means you must
be part of a big public experiment. So
we can't do that until we have more
data." - Dr. Diane Harper
"If we vaccinate 11 year olds and the
protection doesn't last... We've put
them at harm from side effects, small
but real, for no benefit... The benefit to
public health is nothing, there is no
reduction in cervical cancers..." - Dr.
Diane Harper
"I think there's a strong possibility
that Gardasil was the catalyst that set
off the ALS [Lou Gehrig's Disease]. It
could have been the straw that broke

the camel's back in a child who was
already predisposed to the condition. I
do think it's wrong for physicians to
tell parents that it's 100 percent safe."
- Dr. Diane Harper
"...neither physicians nor women
should be lulled into a false sense of
security [about the vaccine]" - Dr.
Diane Harper
"It is silly to mandate vaccination of
11- to 12-year-old girls There also is
not enough evidence gathered on side
effects to know that safety is not an
issue. This vaccine has not been tested
in little girls for efficacy. At 11, these
girls don't get cervical cancer - they
won't know for 25 years if they will get
cervical cancer. ...To mandate now is
simply to Merck's benefit, and only to
Merck's benefit." - Dr. Diane Harper
...

Editor's note: ... full details ...:
http://www.naturalnews.com/027225_c...

Good one – but if you are not
prepared to go all the way with your
natural logic remember the world has
fifty years of experience to say halfhearted effort will achieve nothing. If
you are serious about exposing the
shame
of
our
culture
read
www.lifetruth.org.au and spread the
message.
The tapestry of social corruption is
seamless and perfected through
generations. There are on site more
quotes than listed here. We want to
trust our culture as we trust
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ourselves! Laugh if you must at this
old grey head but spare your children
from those mind dead, those cowards
who think it smart to mind-warp
children to self destruction.
People of developing intellect in all
human history confirm and support
my own research and drive my
continuing desire to understand in
greater depth even at cost of frequent
re-writing for clarification.
We are given talents for our learning
and development; so long as the body
is healthy and the will remains,
learning development can continue.

Rockefeller Foundation ‘to promote the
well-being of mankind throughout the
world.’ His benefactions probably
totalled over 150,000,000 Pounds
Sterling."
Old saying: Who owns the gold runs
the business!
What was 150,000,000 Pounds Sterling
(represented by gold) worth then?
What would be its worth today?
Philosophies define the difference
between cultures!
Compulsory education directs culture
today. Compulsory medication limits
your health. Who shapes your beliefs
and attitudes? Who rules your life?

We should all take care not to waste
our most precious gift! Many are
fooled, look honestly to your future!

A child's attitude may be 90% set by age
7 years.
Who decided that children be removed
from their parents and start government
education at the earliest possible age?
Who deforms minds and sets beliefs?
Who created the conditions that made
two incomes per family both necessary
and seems fashionably desirable?

HOW CAN WE ESCAPE?
Humanist indoctrination sets us to
believe we are just animals but that is
disproved at every level of logic.

Why do children now create violence for
fun with growing numbers of children
and adults becoming an economic
liability to the State?

Sadly, most now see early learning as
their animal instinct and shrug off
development; but we are not, as
common animals, limited to instincts.

Use of our logical ability gives us the
answers! Knock, in honesty, and the
door will open! Don't surrender to
social pressures for casual comfort.
Note: "Rockefeller Senior founded,
amongst other organisations, the
University Of Chicago, the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research and the

For ultimate peace of mind understand
the truth of life and make yourself safe
from cultural subversion.

WAKE-UP WORLD
The next great advance,
in your interests, is an enlightened,
self-governing, community.
www.lifetruth.org.au

